
Booting
If you're a computer user, like I am, you're no doubt familiar with the term "boot."
It's when a computer starts up. As an old-time computer person (well, not really
that old time), I am old enough to remember where it came from -- and how it
can help us when our moods run low.

If you've ever heard of "pulling yourself up by your own bootstraps," you're
familiar with the background behind the term boot.

My first big computer was a PDP-8. By the standards of the time, it wasn't a big
computer, but it was big enough to heat a room up to Las Vegas heat standards
within a few minutes.

On the front panel of the PDP-8 was a small switch -- the bootstrap switch. You
see, computers need to follow a set of instructions to start up -- what we refer to
as "boot." That set of instructions loads the main program, puts it into memory,
and tells the computer to start running it. On the PDP, that small set of
instructions was triggered by that little switch. Flicking the switch would cause the
computer to read those instructions from a small chip. The instructions would
cause the computer's main operating system to come alive -- and the program
would load.

On rare occasions where we needed to run a different program -- such as a set
of diagnostics -- we would have to manually deposit the memory locations into
the computer in order to get an alternate program to load.

Now, what does this have to do with you? How can an obscure antiquated
computer help you on your path towards success?

It's this simple -- each of us needs to create a "bootstrap" program within
ourselves to make certain we're up and running on the path to success.

Take today, for example. As my days go, today hasn't been a stellar day. I've had
a lot of challenges crop up, and I'm still getting over the effects of a few late
nights and a couple of long drives. All and all, it's a "down" day, much like a
computer that refuses to boot. It seems like it takes a lot in order to get myself
going -- and yet I have no choice but to come up to speed.

On such days, I use a little mental "bootup program." I think of the things that are
important to me -- my wife, our families, my history, my future. I think of the
blessings that I have -- freedom, love, joy, a life to live, and a strong belief in how
to live my life. I think of the challenges I've conquered in the past, and use those
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memories to help me realize that I can address the challenges of the present, no
matter what they may be.

You see, those beliefs and memories, coupled with the wisdom to see the
blessings that I have, help "boot" me out of bed, into the shower, and then into
the office. If I start to drag a bit during the day, I stop and "reboot," restarting my
path towards success.

It's not unusual to find yourself dragging a bit, when times get tough or when your
physical self is down. That doesn't mean that we have to give into our "down"
state.

Life has its ups and downs, its challenges and its rewards. It takes wisdom to
make the best of each situation, both the positive and the negative, and keep our
lives on a forward march.

Even in today's non-PDP age, few computers never need rebooting, and few
people don't need a good reboot from time to time themselves.

We may not literally be able to pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps, but we
can learn to load our "boot program" to get ourselves back on track.

If your life gets a bit down, try rebooting. When your mood gets a bit blue, try
thinking of all the blessings you have. When your path seems a little murky, take
a break and think of the challenges you've had in the past -- and then draw on
your past successes to fuel your successes of the future.
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